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Wine
Intoxicating beverage made from fermented grapes or other substances. The most 
common word for wine in the Qurʾān is khamr, a term prevalent in early Arabic poetry, 
although the Arabs of the peninsula customarily drank nabīdh, a fermented beverage 
made, for example, from barley, honey, spelt or different kinds of palms. While the 
climate and geography of much of “Arabia” is not suitable for wine production, parts of 
the Yemen, as well as areas such as Medina and Ṭāʾif, would have had the necessary 
conditions for the cultivation of grapes. Wine was also imported from Syria and Iraq, 
particularly through the agency of the Jewish and Christian communities in the peninsula 
(the Arabic khamr may derive from the Syro-Aramaic ḥamrā).

The qurʾānic khamr marks both earthly and paradisiacal vintages (see food and drink; 
paradise). Unlike later Islamic exegetes (see exegesis of the qurʾān: classical and 
medieval ), who privileged a limited set of wine references to support its strict 
prohibition, the Qurʾān expresses a highly nuanced and largely ambivalent attitude 
towards this beverage and its effects (see intoxicants; law and the qurʾān). Khamr is 
linked with gambling (q.v.) and identified as a source of both sin and profit (q 2:219; see
sin, major and minor ), with gambling, idol worship (see idols and images; polytheism 
and atheism) and divination (q.v.) arrows, and labeled an abomination (q 5:90-1). 
Joseph's dreams (see dreams and sleep ) in prison feature khamr (q 12:36, 41), and 
dwellers of paradise delight in rivers of wine (q 47:15; see McAuliffe, Wines). In addition 
to khamr, sakar appears as an inimical earthly intoxicant (cf. q 4:43) that undermines 
prayer (q.v.) but also serves as a divine gift (q 16:66-9; see gift and gift-giving), a sign 
(āya; see signs ) for those who understand (see intellect; knowledge and learning). Also 
mentioned is raḥīq, the purest, most excellent of heavenly wines (q 83:25) and a celestial 
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goblet (see cups and vessels ) with liquid from a pure spring(maʿīn) mirroring its earthly 
counterpart in every way but its ability to intoxicate (q 37:45; 56:18-19). Throughout the 
shorter sūras (q.v.) of the Qurʾān, a chaotic, intoxicated madness that marks the day of 
judgment (see last judgment ) contrasts sharply with the tranquil, perfected garden of 
repose (see gardens ), where righteous ones imbibe as much wine as they please without 
the drunken effects. This tension between the real and the ideal may also account for the 
Qurʾān's sober portrayals of Noah (q.v.) and Lot (q.v.), men all too familiar with the 
pleasures of the vine in their Jewish and Christian contexts (see jews and judaism; 
christians and christianity) but pillars of abstinence (q.v.) in the Islamic revelation (see 
revelation and inspiration; scripture and the qurʾān), where their actions must match the 
integrity of the message they bear. Even servants of God (see servant; worship) may fall 
prey to wine's earthly enticements. The Qurʾān's ambivalent treatment of wine was 
resolved by early exegetes, who determined the historical “occasion” upon which God 
revealed each wine passage (see occasions of revelation ). By examining such passages 
sequentially, qurʾānic commentators noted a gradual diminution in tolerance toward wine 
consumption (see abrogation; forbidden; lawful and unlawful). Al-Ṭabarī (d. 310/923; 
Tafsīr, v, 58) records how God allowed humans to enjoy his gift until they proved 
incapable of drinking responsibly. After a series of such atrocities, like the Prophet's 
uncle mutilating ʿAlī's camel in a fit of drunkenness, God finally prohibited wine. While 
both Sunnī and Shīʿī schools of law assert the prohibition of wine (a position that 
critiques the pre-Islamic, libertine position; see age of ignorance; pre-islamic arabia and 
the qurʾān), dissensions over what constitutes “wine,” or whether the substance itself or 
only its effects are prohibited, can be detected in legal discussions surrounding this 
beverage. The Ḥanafīs, for example, note that since the Qurʾān only condemns khamr, the 
prohibition of khamr should not extend to other alcoholic beverages. Contrary to this 
view, the majority opinion emphasizes a drink's potential to intoxicate over and above its 
composition and forbids intake of any amount of liquid if it causes (or may potentially 
cause) one to become drunk. The law extends well beyond mere con-sumption to include 
the production and sale of alcoholic beverages under penalty of punishment (see 
boundaries and precepts; chastisement and punishment). Despite its prohibition, wine 
becomes a favorite metaphor of mystics (see ṣūfism and the qurʾān ), who exploit the 
Qurʾān's ambivalence towards this potent substance to confuse the boundaries that 
separate sobriety from intoxication, licit from illicit, human from divine and, ultimately, 
real from ideal.

Kathryn Kueny
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